Powerful performance for powerful petrol
engines
Two lawn mower oils especially for 4-stroke engines
A lawn mower is indispensable for every garden owner and petrol lawn mowers bring
power to lawn care. With the two lawn mower oils Divinol HD 30 and Divinol 10W-30,
lubricant specialist Zeller+Gmelin offers two products for the optimal lubrication of
powerful engines and a long service life of the four-wheeled garden helpers.
Lawn mower oil is specially developed for the needs of a petrol lawn mower. It ensures smooth
running and lubricates the moving parts in the engine. Most petrol lawnmowers today have a 4stroke engine. "Fewer and fewer gardening enthusiasts are opting for the 2-stroke. 4-stroke
engines are quieter and emit fewer pollutants", knows Michael Peter, Product Manager Lubricants
at Zeller+Gmelin. Unlike 2-stroke engines, 4-stroke oil is not burnt but remains in the oil circuit. It
is responsible for the lubrication of the different engine areas, such as pistons and gears.
Zeller+Gmelin offers two different oils for 4-stroke engines: a single-grade SAE 30 oil, which is
particularly suitable for lawn mowing with hand-held equipment, and a multi-grade SAE 10W-30 oil
for year-round use, e.g. in ride-on mowers, which may also be operated in colder temperatures.
Mowing the lawn in warm temperatures
Divinol Special Lawn Mower Oil HD 30 is a high-quality monograde engine oil for lawn mowers with
4-stroke engines of viscosity class SAE 30. According to the manufacturer, it can be used from an
outside temperature of + 5 °C and is particularly suitable for the summer months.
It consists of selected base oil raffinates. Powerful additives ensure a very good cleaning effect and
uniform lubrication. They considerably reduce wear and corrosion. The oil supports the running
operation and at the same time has a positive effect on the longevity of the engine. The lawn
mower oil is suitable for all petrol-driven engines for which a monograde oil of the specification API
SF/CD is prescribed. Whether for garden lawns or football pitches: the right container size is
available for every requirement with the 0.6 / 1.0 / 1.4 litre bottle or as a stock size with 5.0
litres.
The cold resistant
The multigrade oil Divinol Lawn Mower Oil Special 10W-30 can be used all year round and also in
the event of major temperature fluctuations. "Whether the lawn is mowed exclusively in summer
or also in colder temperatures is determined by the so-called viscosity class of the lawn mower oil.

For this, our multi-grade oil Divinol Spezial 10W-30 is recommended", says Michael Peter and
explains further: "Our lawn mower oil Spezial 10W-30 is a top product for use in modern lawn
mowers. It is suitable for 4-stroke engines where the specification API SJ/CF is required. Here we
are at the API SJ engine oil standard, covering a higher quality level - virtually the Rolls Royce in
our range." Selected base oil raffinates and additives specially used for this purpose give the
product excellent lubricating properties and good thermal-oxidative resistance - especially
recommended for air-cooled 4-stroke Otto engines in small mobile equipment for home, yard and
garden.

The multigrade oil Divinol Lawn Mower Oil Special 10 W-30 is available in three different container
sizes: In the large 30-litre storage canister, in the 1-litre bottle and in the 600ml bottle.
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